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The Covid-19 pandemic threat over the planet has been truly frightening to many. Most nations are now realizing that a virus
spreading rapidly through their people is a deadly killer if not contained. It has already shut down world economies, put
multiple millions of people in cities and towns into total Lockdown with confinement to their homes. How dangerous is this
virus, how long will it last, and what’s next? Job losses, business shutdowns, Marshall Law with Police and Military, collapsed
economies…and the biggest of them all…fear and uncertainty!
Is there reason or rhyme to all this? Well, I will be brutally honest, the evidence and facts are too loud to be ignored. It may
brass off the hardest of you, but you just might be the reason we are in this predicament! So please read this, then make your
choice.
These two things God really hates:
1. The Arrogance of Man to think he knows better than God how to build society
2. The Removal and Replacement of God from a nation’s leaders and people
In Genesis 11:1-9 is the very telling and true story of ‘The Tower of Babel’ when man’s arrogance reaches to the sky.
“Now the whole earth had one language and one speech….And they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower
whose top is in the heavens; let us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth.”
But the Lord came down to see the city and the tower which the sons of men had built…. Its name is called Babel, because there
the Lord confused the language of all the earth; and from there the Lord scattered them to countries over the face of all the
earth.”
They were a One-World-Government and you will see why God then put the peoples of the earth into their own countries with
their own cultures, languages and ways, with set boundaries (Acts 17:26). You will see obvious parallels in The Tower of Babel
story with what’s happening before our very eyes today. Let me name them so you have no difficulty in seeing these same
traits and spirits working today.
It absolutely depicts the failure of Modern-Day-Globalism, The United Nations and The Global Village Experiment that AntiChrist ideologists have tried to use in building their Global New World Order. And all this without The Master Creator Himself.
I can smell the very arrogance I’ve often seen and heard in Modern-Day-Governments coming off the pages themselves.
These are potentially the most uncertain and frightening times that any of us have ever had to face. We are now in desperate
times taking very desperate measures to shut down a deadly enemy. It’s now come to a State of Emergency with the whole
nation being told by Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern that Lockdown 24/7 is now a reality for four weeks at this time to attempt
to avert mass deaths. No work, little movement outside of your house, and social-distancing must be at two metres at least.
The Police and Military are on standby, if necessary to enforce the above. All of this because of a deadly virus called Coronavirus
(Covid-19). This plague has now spread throughout the world with devastating effect in many nations. These pandemics and
plagues are not new to God. In the Bible, plagues are found quite regularly and always in conjunction with God judging a
people or nation for reckless disregard for Him along with intentional acts to remove or replace God with ourselves or
something else. As I have stated above, God did it before, He’s now doing it again. When the human race gets to ‘reaching the
sky-high levels of arrogance’ it has, He reminds us all who is really in charge. The Covid-19 pandemic is a low-level warning
from God that He will not tolerate certain behaviours and postures. Let’s take a closer look at these behaviours and postures
that have been the triggers that have pushed God to activate ‘Code Red’ judgement to get our attention. These must be
removed!!

Here are these ‘Break-Point’ provocations that began this global upheaval:
1.

Social Engineering - the biggest social shift in history has been taking place across the planet.
The rise of extreme levels of , Liberal-Left and Secularism have taken root in mainstream society affecting every race
and religion. It’s also responsible in heavily influencing political agendas and policy, some extremely immoral.
Whatever your position is on the above its certainly not God’s position!

2.

Globalism - the world without borders and the spread of multi-culturalism. The mixture of cultures and religion is not
God’s idea either. The Tower of Babel was the opposite of what God had in mind. Multi-culturalism and Open Borders
sound nice and even looks good but the Tower of Babel story is an unforgettable reminder. One only needs to look at
Europe to see the devastation of uncontrolled immigration and parallel social constructs from other countries into
the host country. Nobody foresaw the easy transfer of deadly cultural practices and pandemic viruses being more
possible through open borders and immigration. It simply doesn’t work. When man decides to build The United
Nations, One World Government Heads, a Global Village, Open Borders, uncontrolled immigration etc, you end up
with cultural and identity extermination. This causes marginalization of First Peoples and the loss of a nation’s unique
way of life. Overcrowding, pressured services, housing shortages and eventually cultural extinction will be the
outcome with social chaos.

3.

Excessive Government Control – this has always been The Liberal Left’s politics. To usher in The New World Order
via The United Nations and Globalism has always been a long term plan. With the help of the Extreme Left, Extremists
in the LGBTQ communities and False Fanatical Religions, the agenda has been to destroy Western Civilization which
has always been founded on the bedrock of the Christian Faith. The rapid erosion and annihilation of Christian
influence in society has been well underway in the last half-century, with little resistance from a weak, unprepared
church. It’s only been in recent years that some parts of the Church have engaged in politics. The Church’s obstinate
absence from politics has literally handed power to the enemy. Governments all over the world have openly
controlled the calculated breakdown of stable Christian societies with excessive Government control, State
dependency, immoral and destructive policies and as mentioned, deliberate Social Engineering on an unbelievable
scale.

4.

The Exclusion of God from Modern Culture - as previously stated, I believe this has been the most intentional, blatant
and premeditated drive in The New World Order! The surge of Anti-Christ, Anti-Christian feeling has reached blatant,
unashamed levels where there is no hiding the fact that Jesus Christ is no longer welcome in prayer, schools, public
places, Parliaments, national anthems, local councils, workplaces etc! Can you believe how far The Creator has been
removed and replaced? This one agenda alone will be enough to bring judgements, like tsunamis, earthquakes, floods,
heat-waves, fires and freak weather extremes. Then, when they still don’t listen, ‘The Sword, Famines, Plagues and
Pestilences’ to which the Covid-19 Virus is only an entry-level pandemic. Please World, don’t test God in your
hardness! Repentance is the way out and acknowledging Christ again will avert all this pain. But I know they will not
listen! Those that do will come into a new era of unprecedented freedom and prosperity…a total economic-reset,
debt release and ‘A Fresh Start for all!’ Every country will look after their own first to realize the resource and great
potential within!
“And all these blessings shall come upon you and overtake you…because you obey The Lord your God” - Deuteronomy
28:2
Keep an eye out for my next message ‘We are going to Better-Debt reset - Year of Release!’
It’s time for A FRESH START FOR ALL!

